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Pee Wee Might As Well Wear An Abstinence Plastic Bag
Over His Head. | Spatula In The Wilderness

I have been lamenting the bastardization of all that was cool during my youth
lately. The inevitable death of good ideas and imagination has led to every
movie, television series and cultural touchstone being repackaged for the
modern era. Inevitable in its own way is the circle of life idea that Actor Paul
Reubens would consider himself fully acceptable as a b-rate celebrity and trot
out his Pee Wee Herman character for the masses. In the ultimate round of  “18
years of misty, watercolor memories should have made you forget whatever
creepy thing I did” Reubens has revived Pee Wee in the hopes of cashing in on
truckloads of mindless nostalgia. Theater goers will be treated to Pee Wee’s

Playhouse: The Movie in 2011.

Hmmm…whatever creepy thing he did happened to be self-abuse in a Hollywood, Florida movie
house. This too, like his bid for nostalgia re-acceptance, was inevitable. Not the spanking, but the
weird, seedy end of Pee Wee. What is cemented in the minds of anyone who happened to be
conscious at the time was not the image of the Pee Wee character, but the mug shot of  unshaven,
flannel shirt clad Reubens. That image should have killed Pee Wee Herman right there. Pee Wee
had been born of failed character actor Reubens’ attempt to create a man-child stand-up comedic
act during the early 1980′s. With the help of Phil Hartman, the Pee Wee act eclipsed anything
Reubens had done, or would do. Pee Wee Herman was exactly right for the 80′s, which had turned
into a locked down, conservative mirror of the 1950′s. Every uptight yokel from D.C. to Santa
Monica used the Pee Wee cash cow. He appeared in a 50′s revival issue of Life magazine in
1985. Pee Wee stumped for Nancy Reagan’s half baked drug agenda (check out his crack kills
PSA on youtube). Tim Burton, the king of movies about flawed, psychologically immature
men directed him in Pee Wee’s Big Adventure. This is still my favorite Burton film and it may be
one for generations of cinema students to ponder. Between Danny Elfman’s score and the six year
old antics of 30 something Pee Wee, the movie had charm to spare (and I still quote it daily-
everything from “I pity the fool who eats my Mr. T. cereal,” to “I’m a rebel Dotty. A loner.”). It couldn’t
last. Reuben’s did the Saturday morning live action Pee Wee’s Playhouse for three seasons and
change. The show featured a soon to be mentoring in the hood Larry Fishburne  and Hartman as
a crusty sea captain. Pee Wee was safe for kids, a child’s video buddy. A second film tanked,
C.B.S. toyed with cancelling Playhouse and then came that August day in 1991. Reubens took it out
at a porn theater. He had a pretty active career for nearly two decades after, doing everything from a
memorable death scene in the original Buffy The Vampire Slayer to a bit as a drug dealing
hairdresser in Blow. Nothing with the impact of Pee Wee Herman, though.

So, the 57-year-old man-child appeared on Leno Tuesday night wearing a chastity ring in full Pee
Wee. Had the crew cut, the suit, the white buck shoes. He can’t quite pull off the character.
Underneath the pancake make-up was a 57-year-old man who showed every bit of his age. He
might as well be Mr. Harvey in The Lovely Bones.I don’t often wish failure on anyone, but the idea
of a nearly 60-year-old Pee Wee making the playhouse movie is just repulsive. Some memories
from those of us who grew up in the 80′s shouldn’t be tampered with, others should have just been
left in that Florida theater.
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